General Association for the Advancement of Manufacturing & Technology

Implementation guidance

How to apply the Encouragement Prize for article presentations abroad
(Term: 2013, the second half year)

This is the prize that is targeted for a graduate student

1. Purpose
For the purpose of having an experience at the international conference as a young future researcher, we recommend a presentation at the international conferences in foreign countries.

This prize would be given for an excellent article for a graduate course student of science and technology mainly in Osaka University. We will give 100,000 yen as the supplementary prize money.

2. Qualifications
The student who participates as a study publisher, chairperson, a panelist in a well-known international society can apply the prize. The student should be registered in the course of engineering, basic engineering, information science, a life science, a medical science, a pharmacy, dentistry, human science, foreign language study of Osaka University
At the time of submitting the application or presentation abroad, he should be registered at graduate course (master course or doctor course).

3. The application method and qualification
The student who wishes to apply should fill in a matter necessary for the predetermined application form.
The application document should send from the instructor Prof. of the graduate course to a person of application acceptance committee (editing committee). But, in the case of a foreign student, we exclude the international conference held in his own country.
The application is also send C/C to General Association for the Advancement of Manufacturing & Technology Office address shown below

seisan@maple.ocn.ne.jp
4. **Application period**

We carry out this prize twice a year, and the student who wishes to apply should submit the predetermined application form by each time limit.

This second half year, we carry out the student who is going to have a presentation from October 1, 2013 till September 30, 2014.

Application must be done by **middle of the night of Sunday, September 15, 2013 12:00 pm. This is the time limit to submit the application.**

5. **The supplementary prize money**

Each student will receive the prize & the supplementary prize money 100,000 yen for the first half year prize & the second half year prize. Totally around ten students will be selected.

6. **Presentation documents**

(1) Application Copy (with the predetermined application form)

(2) One copy of the document indicating the acceptance situation of the presentation of the results of the study by e-mail.

(when the acceptance has not formally accepted yet, please show us as “this entry has an acceptance possibility”)

7. **Selection method**

It is decided after two times of the fair examining committee.

It is primary selection committee and second selection committee by “the **Encouragement Prize for an article presentation abroad** “examing committee of our association. The student who was selected to receive the prize will be announced on our website shown below.


8. **Email destination**

Application reception desk persons (editing committee) will gather the applications.

One is sent to judicial person of examining committee (=editing committee) & another is sent to C/C **General Association for the Advancement of Manufacturing & Technology Office** address shown below.

**seisan@maple.ocn.ne.jp**

An editing committee serves as a member of the examining committee and announces the result on our website in the middle of April.
The adopted article presentation abroad will be announced by our quarterly magazine, "Manufacturing & Technology"
The column is “Overseas presentation of excellent article with pictures. ”.
The example of this column is shown below.